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What Auct ion Data Tel ls Us About the Controversia l  F i r ing of  MOCA Curator Helen
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An examination of 15 years' worth of solo shows reveals a significant shift when Molesworth took the reins.
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Artist Kerry James Marshall and curator Helen Molesworth at the opening of Marshall's exhibition at MOCA on March 11, 2017 in Los Angeles. (Photo by Rachel Murray/Getty Images for MOCA)

A museum curator has many jobs, beyond simply curating shows. High up on the list is what you might call donor management: making sure that museum

trustees, existing donors, and potential donors all feel flattered. And it was weaknesses on that front, in particular, which reportedly set the stage

(https://news.artnet.com/art-world/moca-helen-molesworth-tension-1246358) for Helen Molesworth’s dramatic recent defenestration

(https://news.artnet.com/art-world/moca-fires-chief-curator-helen-molesworth-according-to-report-1243853) from the Museum of Contemporary Art, Los

Angeles.

And so an intriguing question arises. You can’t measure schmoozing skills in auction data—or, can you?

Trustees and big-name art collectors, after all, tend to collect (and, therefore, want to see exhibited) the kind of expensive art, mostly by white men, that

Molesworth explicitly tried to move away from. More generally, they like to see the value of their market-friendly collections ratified with prestigious

museum shows. Once you’ve spent millions of dollars on a certain artist’s work, you generally want museums to reinforce what your art advisor and your

dealer have been telling you, which is that the artist in question is a great genius worthy of being preserved for posterity.

And so if you want to judge how millionaire-friendly a curator is, look at their shows, and see how many of them feature art-market darlings.

Here’s a chart of the artists with solo shows at MOCA whose works, in aggregate, fetched $10 million or more at auction in the five years before their

opening day. The exhibition history comes from an analysis of 112 shows presented by MOCA between September 2002 and today, based on the exhibition

history on the museum’s website. The auction data was provided by artnet’s Price Database, and all the hard work was done by Caroline Goldstein, Julia
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Halperin, and Shannon Pleas.

Artists who received solo shows at MOCA over the past 15 years with an auction gross of more than $10 mil l ion. Molesworth joined the museum in September

2014. Warhol’s auction gross is so large that he is not included. Graphic by Shannon Pleas.

The chart goes back as far as February 2003, which saw a Lucian Freud (http://www.artnet.com/artists/lucian-freud/) show curated by former chief curator

Paul Schimmel; Freud, as of that date, had an auction gross of $24.6 million in the previous five years.

Freud was followed by the likes of Ed Ruscha (http://www.artnet.com/artists/ed-ruscha/), in 2004 ($34 million); Jean-Michel Basquiat

(http://www.artnet.com/artists/jean-michel-basquiat/), in 2005 ($91 million); Robert Rauschenberg (http://www.artnet.com/artists/robert-rauschenberg/), in

2006 ($17 million); and Mark Rothko (http://www.artnet.com/artists/mark-rothko/), a few months later ($138 million).

2007 was the year of Takashi Murakami (http://www.artnet.com/artists/takashi-murakami/) ($15 million), while 2008 saw shows of Marlene Dumas

(http://www.artnet.com/artists/marlene-dumas/) ($32 million), Martin Kippenberger (http://www.artnet.com/artists/martin-kippenberger/) ($23 million), and

Louise Bourgeois (http://www.artnet.com/artists/louise-bourgeois/) ($30 million).

In 2010, there was an Arshile Gorky (http://www.artnet.com/artists/arshile-gorky/) show ($21 million), while 2011 saw Cy Twombly

(http://www.artnet.com/artists/cy-twombly/) ($95 million), as well as an Andy Warhol (http://www.artnet.com/artists/andy-warhol/) show (off the charts at

$1.65 billion, and obviously in most major LA collections). Then in 2012 there were shows for Mike Kelley (http://www.artnet.com/artists/mike-kelley/) ($13

million) and Cai Guo-Qiang ($47 million); they were followed in 2013 by Urs Fischer ($19 million). The following year, the month that Helen Molesworth

arrived, also saw another Warhol show (up to $1.94 billion, at this point).

All in all, that’s 16 shows featuring top-tier art-market names, over the space of 12 years: 1.3 such exhibits per year, on average.

But what happened after Molesworth began? If the big-name solo shows had continued to come at the previous pace, we’d expect to have seen four of

them, over the course of her three years. Instead, counting as generously as possible, there were only two, neither of which really counts as a solo show

instigated by Molesworth, and both of which involved artists much newer to the high-end auction market than the other names on the chart.

Not long after she began, in March 2015, the museum opened a retrospective of Elaine Sturtevant ($11 million) organized by the Museum of Modern Art in

New York. (The exhibit was fully baked before Molesworth and the museum’s then-new director Philippe Vergne made the decision to move it to LA after its

run ended on the East Coast. Molesworth had to move fast at that point, because MOCA’s exhibition schedule was left almost blank

(http://www.latimes.com/entertainment/arts/la-et-cm-mocas-blank-schedule-20140726-column.html) after the departure of former director Jeffrey Deitch.)

The only reason Sturtevant makes the cut, however, is that four months previously, in November 2014, her auction record of $710,000 had been smashed

with the sale of a $3.4 million painting at Christie’s. And that sale took place after the Sturtevant show had opened at MoMA in New York; if you use the

MoMA opening date rather than the MOCA opening date, Sturtevant’s five-year auction gross drops to just $5.2 million.

The other possible entry on the list came when Molesworth unveiled a large-scale mural by Njideka Akunyili Crosby in February of this year; Crosby’s

works had at that point fetched $10.7 million at auction in the previous five years.

Crosby is not only the only black woman on the list, and the artist closest to the $10 million cut-off; she is also the artist most recently discovered by the

auction market, with no public sales at all before September 2016. That was just 17 months before her mural was unveiled.

Molesworth, then, was sending a very clear message to the kind of collectors who love to bask in the reflected glory of their Ruschas and Rauschenbergs

and Murakamis: Your kind of artists aren’t going to get big solo shows at MOCA any more. Not in shows I curate myself, and not in shows which are

organized underneath me, in my role as curator-in-chief. If you want to donate such works to the museum, that’s great, but we’re not going to lionize them

as being canonical giants in the way you might want us to. Very few boards of trustees would be happy putting their support behind such a message;

MOCA’s clearly weren’t.

Of course, everybody is in favor of museum shows for curatorial darlings and underrepresented artists. MOCA has always had such exhibits, interspersed

among the Warhols and the Basquiats. The difference with the Molesworth regime was that it abandoned the big-name artists entirely. Until, of course, the

museum abandoned Molesworth entirely.
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From Art Basel to Christie's to the gallery world, our columnist weighs in on the ups and downs of new collaborations in the art business.
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A visitor looks at work by Giovanni Anselmo at Art Basel in Basel on June 13, 2017. (Photo by Harold Cunningham/Getty Images)

Every Monday morning, artnet News brings you The Gray Market (http://www.thegray-market.com/). The column decodes important stories from the

previous week—and offers unparalleled insight into the inner workings of the art industry in the process. 

This week, we consider stories that highlight the potential benefits of art market collaboration—and the surefire pitfalls of its absence…

Marc Spiegler. Photo: Mike Coppola/Getty Images.

GIVE IT AWAY NOW

On Monday, artnet News’s editor-in-chief Andrew Goldstein captained a deep-dive interview with Art Basel global director Marc Spiegler

(https://news.artnet.com/market/marc-spiegler-art-basel-facebook-interview-1235456?

utm_content=from_artnetnews2&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=US%20newsletter%20for%203%2F19%2F18&utm_term=New%20US%20Newsletter%20List)

—one premised on the question of whether the industry’s highest-powered fair has become “the Facebook of the art world.” And while the interview’s

release was scheduled in large part to kick off advance coverage of this week’s Art Basel in Hong Kong, the piece happened to go live just a few days after

the Cambridge Analytica scandal (https://www.newyorker.com/tech/elements/cambridge-analytica-and-our-lives-inside-the-surveillance-machine?

mbid=nl_Daily%20032218&CNDID=24511696&spMailingID=13174928&spUserID=MTMzMTgyNTYyMzAyS0&spJobID=1362062634&spReportId=MTM2MjA2MjYzNAS2)

exploded under the social-media giant like a grip of TNT strapped to the front axle of a mafia stool pigeon’s Benz.

But this unexpected turn of events also strengthened the urgency of what I found to be the most noteworthy theme in Goldstein and Spiegler’s exchange:

Art Basel’s efforts to use its brand equity and resources to build a support structure for some of the galleries most vulnerable to the winner-takes-all 21st-

century economy.
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Although I presume this comment originally alluded to Facebook’s soul-searching (https://www.wired.com/story/inside-facebook-mark-zuckerberg-2-years-

of-hell/) in the aftermath of revelations about its role in Russian disinformation campaigns circa 2016, Spiegler could just as well have been talking about

the social network’s public response to Cambridge’s data-mining antics when he related Art Basel to Facebook like so:

“Facebook is now starting to take responsibility for the impact of their platform. And because of the impact of our platform, we feel a responsibility

towards sustaining the galleries that make our shows possible. I think it’s a sort of enlightened self-interest.”

The concrete result of this enlightened self-interest is that Art Basel is providing some of the same brand boosters for its smaller, younger galleries that

the bigger, richer ones regularly bankroll for themselves.

Examples are helpful here. First, Art Basel now produces a physical catalogue on the fair’s “proposal-specific” sectors (like Statements, Discoveries, and

Kabinett), so that the participating galleries have, in Spiegler’s words, something with “a kind of gravitas” that they can “give to collectors, and that

remains after the show.” This is no small bonus, since physical catalogues in the art world A) basically function as sales books (and here, tangibly link

smaller galleries to Art Basel’s prestige), and B) tend to be really f***ing expensive to do well.

The fair is building newer-school support structures, too. Spiegler mentions how, as of a few years ago, Art Basel began a permanent online archive

covering every work uploaded to the fair by every exhibitor, in hopes that “in those tens of thousands of images there will l ie a long tail

(https://www.investopedia.com/terms/l/long-tail.asp),” i.e. an opportunity to sell (or resell) less in-demand works months or years after they’re actually

shown at the fair.

In fact, Goldstein also notes in his preamble that the fair hired Jeni Fulton and Coline Milliard to help “create a new digital content layer” for Art Basel and

its participants. It’s worth noting that this content layer now extends beyond text to video—another historically expensive and time-consuming endeavor.

So the fair’s web page and YouTube channel now boast series like their bite-sized Meet the Gallerist (https://www.artbasel.com/hong-kong/gallery-

portraits-Hong-Kong-2018) featurettes, which, perhaps not coincidentally, highlight some of the scrappier exhibitors in this year’s Hong Kong edition.

Now, by no means am I saying “Happy Christmas (War Is Over).” (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z8Vfp48laS8) Even if Art Basel were already doing all

it could to lend a helping hand—which I doubt even Spiegler would claim, given how many times in the interview he emphasizes Art Basel’s willingness to

evolve based on new information—the benefits would still only accrue to smaller galleries accepted to show at their fairs. That means only a few dozen

anointed sellers, max, out of a field estimated to number in the low thousands.

And of course, even a full-on, industry-wide support system would arguably only double as a tarp concealing the larger, grislier question of whether it

would be better to radically rethink “serious” art production’s default role as, to quote Anna Khachiyan’s searing truth bomb “Art Won’t Save Us

(https://openspace.sfmoma.org/2018/03/art-wont-save-us/),” “a glitzy barnacle on the side of global finance.”

Still, without more top-down support, the art industry increasingly seems headed for the worst of all possible worlds: one that worships profit as the one

true god, yet simultaneously lacks an economic structure sound enough to even welcome a diverse congregation of artists and sellers into the temple. Art

Basel isn’t the only entity, or even the only fair, that recognizes the problem. (Consider what NADA is doing for its smaller, dues-paying members.

(https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-nada-helps-young-galleries-hard-times)) But they’re the most powerful one experimenting with the most

solutions. In bleak times, even imperfect light can point the way forward.

[artnet News (https://news.artnet.com/market/marc-spiegler-art-basel-facebook-interview-1235456?

utm_content=from_artnetnews2&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=US%20newsletter%20for%203%2F19%2F18&utm_term=New%20US%20Newsletter%20List)

Christie’s CEO Guil laume Cerutti and his predecessor, Patricia Barbizet. Courtesy Christie’s.

KINGS OF KONG

On Friday, Melanie Gerlis of the Financial Times (https://www.ft.com/content/fe92cd0e-2cf4-11e8-97ec-4bd3494d5f14) reported that Christie’s will add a

collaborative new wrinkle to its Eastern sales strategy this year. The house has “invited three dealers to show and sell during its spring season of auctions

in Hong Kong’s Convention Center,” from May 25–29.

The chosen trio consists of Robert Bowman, who will exhibit a selection of Rodin sculptures; Didier Claes, who will offer 19th and 20th century African

tribal masks; and “animal sculpture specialist” Xavier Eeckhout, who will bring “several 20th century pieces,” including a €150,000 bronze elephant

sculpture. (Hey, find a niche and own it.)

On one hand, Christie’s move can be seen as a heartening instance of cooperation across for-profit sectors. Quoth the house’s CEO, Guillaume Cerutti:

“There’s this divide between auction houses and dealers, but they are some of our most important clients, and we should work together, particularly where

we are growing a market.”

At the same time, Gerlis wisely points out that none of Christie’s gallery partners in this endeavor specialize in material that could clash with the lots in its

slate of May auctions—perhaps a harder-edged variation on Spiegler’s “principled self-interest.” Not coincidentally, Gerlis also notes that all three dealers

exhibited at this month’s TEFAF fair, where, by all accounts I’ve heard, Asian buyers were scarcer than good decision-making during the last stop of a pub

crawl.
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The larger question is whether Christie’s would be justified in taking an even more collaborative approach to future pop-ups. As Lisa Movius addressed in

a recent feature for The Art Newspaper (https://www.theartnewspaper.com/news/will-new-global-galleries-stifle-competition-in-hong-kong?

utm_source=daily_march19_2018&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=email_daily&utm_source=The+Art+Newspaper+Newsletters&utm_campaign=cf9722461f-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2018_03_19&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c459f924d0-cf9722461f-61063325), some artists and galleries native to Hong Kong fear

that the influx of high-powered Western sellers could cannibalize the homegrown arts scene. Even though Bowman, Claes, and Eeckhout are not the types

of big black hats posing this existential threat on their own, they are still geographical outsiders. So it’s fair to wonder if their one-off partnership with

Christie’s could cast the house as solving a Western problem at the cost of worsening an Eastern one.

If Christie’s shepherded two or three local galleries to the convention center alongside a few targeted European or American ones, though, could everyone,

East and West, benefit from the brand equity? It seems plausible to me that the house could find a few Hong Kong dealers that would allow them to

access lower price points—something auction houses have already been doing in various forms to help entice new buyers—without selling against their

own inventory.

Then again, the idea may be too utopian or half-baked to explore any further. (I mean, it’s coming from a journalist who silently congratulates himself if he

can snatch a piece of bread from the toaster oven without burning a finger.) But with Cerutti telling Gerlis that the spring pop-up will become an annual

tradition in Hong Kong, Christie’s should have ample opportunity to evolve it in the years ahead. How much, and in what ways, they do so is worth

watching.

[The Financial Times (https://www.ft.com/content/fe92cd0e-2cf4-11e8-97ec-4bd3494d5f14)]

Mitchell Algus, circa 1998, in front of a work by Nicholas Krushenick.

NEVER BREAK THE CHAIN

Finally this week, on Wednesday, my colleague Rachel Corbett delivered an insightful (but sobering) profile (https://news.artnet.com/art-world/everybody-

owes-him-a-debt-of-gratitude-how-mitchell-algus-became-new-yorks-most-beloved-least-successful-art-dealer-1233503?

utm_content=from_artnetnews2&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=US%20newsletter%20for%203/21/18&utm_term=New%20US%20Newsletter%20List)

of storied (but struggling) New York gallerist Mitchell Algus. Dubbing him the city’s “most beloved, least successful dealer,” the story doubles as a case

study on why building a support ecosystem matters to everyone on the for-profit side of the art industry, not just the lower end of the proverbial totem

pole.

Algus’s career typifies the unfortunate paradox in which a pioneering eye, a daring attitude, and a pure love of the game introduce the art world to work

that makes a major critical and commercial impact—but not until some bigger entity co-opts it and, usually, shuts out its early champions. In most cases,

the only reason you couldn’t say he was at the front of the line to show eventual stars like Barkley L. Hendricks, Betty Tompkins, and Lee Lozano (to name

just a few) is that he effectively WAS the line. And all too often, the apex galleries have been the ones to enjoy the financial rewards of Algus’s boldness.

To me, the most memorable and instructive moment in the piece arrives through the lens of Lozano. Corbett tells of how Bob Nickas, a MoMA PS1 curator

at the time, visited Algus’s 1998 exhibition of the artist’s “then-unknown” drawings, which Algus admits he was unable to sell at $1,500 each. Shortly after

Nickas gave the late Lozano a survey at the museum in 2004, “Hauser & Wirth (http://www.artnet.com/galleries/hauser-wirth-zurich-london-new-york/)

started representing Lozano’s estate and those drawings suddenly cost $65,000—‘the same drawings,’ Algus says.”

We all know this story. A bold gallerist takes a chance on an uncelebrated artist, but can’t crack the profitability code. Yet an influential actor from

elsewhere in the industry encounters the artist through the gallerist’s money-losing efforts and puts the work on a bigger platform. The new scent of

prestige wafts into the nostrils of a major gallery, which then swoops in and uses its brand equity to capitalize on what the bold gallerist couldn’t harvest

themselves.

The major gallery gets rich. The artist (or their estate) gets rich. The influential intermediary gets lauded. And the bold gallerist gets nothing but a few kind

words.

But what’s also clear from this exercise is that, absent the economic layer, the relationship between major players and small galleries is symbiotic, not

antagonistic. The gallerists at both ends of the exchange deserve to benefit from the work they do and the resources they expend, just as the artist does.

But that’s not how the system works right now. Forget a rising tide lifting all boats. Instead, the sharks follow unwitting scout fish to a bountiful new food

supply in uncharted waters. And instead of rewarding the scout fish for their efforts so the process can repeat to everyone’s benefit, the sharks

monopolize the rewards and, intentionally or not, starve the scout fish to death.

This is how a food chain cannibalizes itself. And if high-end galleries continue Mitchell Algus-ing industrious smaller ones into oblivion, all levels of the art

market will suffer.

[artnet News (https://news.artnet.com/art-world/everybody-owes-him-a-debt-of-gratitude-how-mitchell-algus-became-new-yorks-most-beloved-least-

successful-art-dealer-1233503?

utm_content=from_artnetnews2&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=US%20newsletter%20for%203/21/18&utm_term=New%20US%20Newsletter%20List)

That’s all for this week. ‘Til next time, remember: Just because we humans can shatter ecosystems doesn’t mean we have to be dumb enough to actually

do it.
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